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Du’a for Reading the Book

R

ead the following Du’a (supplication) before you study a
religious book or an Islamic lesson, you will remember
whatever you study, ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ:
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_AŋŬjƅAb^j ƆƠAAJĵZŽūļƧKĵŶžŰ Š
Translation
O Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Open the door of knowledge and wisdom for us,
and have mercy on us! O the One Who is the Most Honourable
and Glorious! $O0XVWDWUDIYROSS

Note:
Recite Salat-‘Alan-Nabi ȯ once before and after the Du’a.
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Copper Nails
No matter how hard Satan tries to prevent you from reading
this booklet, do read it all. ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ You will learn that why
Satan was trying to prevent you from reading it.

Excellence of Salat-‘Alan-Nabi ȯ
Shaykh Majduddeen Feerozabadi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻƣÆ ȻǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has stated, ‘When you
hi h iġ ğ h h û ğ
ġ
û
 ńû ŋɉAj
ğ ĬA
sit in a gathering and recite ŉųğ Ƥ
ȇ ĬA ǔŔ b űj žjńŋɉA Ŵj ųZ
jűZŏjȵ

Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will designate an angel that will keep you from
backbiting. When you depart from that gathering and recite
hi h iġ ğ h h û ğ
ġ
û ŋɉAj
 ń
ğ ĬA
ŉųğ Ƥ ȇ ĬA
û j ȵ, the angel will keep others
ǔŔ b jűžjńŋɉA Ŵj ųZ
jűZŏ
from backbiting against you.’ $O4DXOXO%DGLՍSS
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h
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ŉųğ Ƥ

Majority is involved in backbiting
Dear Islamic brothers! Majority of ours is involved in
committing the severe sin of backbiting, whether it is the father
or the mother, the brother or the sister, the husband or the
wife, the mother-in-law or the daughter in-law, the father-inlaw or the son-in-law, the teacher or the student, the employer
1
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or the employee, the buyer or the seller, the foreman or the
labourer. Similarly, the rich or the poor, the ruler or his
subject, the materialist or the spiritual, the old or the young
and the ones affiliated with a religious organization or
members of a worldly institution – almost everyone is involved
in backbiting. These days, none of our gatherings are devoid of
this heinous act of speaking ill against others because of the
habit of constant gossip.

Perils of backbiting at a glance
Many people, who are apparently devout, are also indulged in
this grave sin. They are seen listening to, smiling at and
nodding their heads in favour of backbiting. Since backbiting is
so commonplace, no one turns a deaf ear to the backbiter and
so instead of remaining pious, the listener becomes a sinner
and worthy of the fire of Hell. Presented here are twenty perils
of backbiting compiled from the Quranic verses, Hadees
narrations and the sayings of our pious predecessors. Glance at
these perils. It might instil fear in your heart:


Backbiting severs faith.



It can cause a faithless end.



Furthermore, excessive backbiting is also a major cause
for one’s supplication not being accepted.

2
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Backbiting deprives one from the blessings of 6alah and
6aum (fasts).



It erases the good deeds.



It devours the good deeds.



Even if the backbiter repents, he will still be the last one to
enter Paradise.



Backbiting is absolutely Haram, a major sin that condemns
one to the inferno of Hell.



It is worse than fornication.



The one, who backbites against a Muslim, commits a sin
worse than fornication.



If backbiting is submerged in the ocean, the whole ocean
would smell foul.



Backbiters will be made to eat the dead in Hell.



Backbiting is like eating the dead body of the brother.



It brings torment in the grave.



In Layla-tul-Mi’raaj (the night of ascension), the Prophet
witnessed that the backbiter was eating his
own flesh cut from the sides and was peeling his face and
chest with his own copper nails.

Äǭ
ȔÇÄ ȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄ ȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä

3
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Backbiters will be forced to eat their own flesh.



In addition, the backbiter will be resurrected looking
like a dog on the Day of Judgement.



The backbiter will be a monkey of Hell.



The backbiter will be running between the boiling water
and the blazing fire of Hell asking for death. Even the
dwellers of Hell will be sick of him.



The backbiter will be the first one to enter Hell.

hi h iġ ğ h
ŉųğ ƤȇĬA
ǔŔ
û h
ġ
ĬA
 ŋi ŧj Ťļh Ŏû A
hi h iġ ğ h
ȇĬAǔŔ
ŉųğ Ƥ

hh ûĠ h
h û ȇA
Ķžû j ĸơA
źŰŔ
ġ h
i
 ĬA
 Ǔj AAźû Ʌi źû Ļ
hh ûĠ h
h û ȇA
Ķžû j ĸơA
źŰŔ

An inspiring Madani parable
6adr-ul-Afadil, Shaykh Sayyid Muhammad Na’eemuddin
Muradabadi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻƣÆ ȻǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä states on the 823rd page of his commentary
of the Holy Quran, Khaza’in-ul-‘Irfan that when the Noble
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä would set out on an expedition he would
group one poor person with two rich individuals so that the
poor person would serve his rich companions and the rich
would in turn feed him. This way all would benefit from each
Æ
other. Once on a journey, Sayyiduna Salman ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä was
Å ʝ
4
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grouped with two well-off individuals; at one time during the
journey, he was unable to prepare food as he had gone to sleep.
His companions, therefore, sent him to get some food from the
Äǭ
Beloved and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä . The Noble Prophet’s
Æ
chef at that time was Sayyiduna Usamah ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä who did not
Å ʝ
Æ
have any food left, hence Sayyiduna Salman ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä had to
Å ʝ
return empty-handed. When he informed his companions
about the situation, they replied, ‘Usamah has been stingy.’
When those two people came before the Noble Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ )
Å ʄÇ Ä he (revealing the unseen by the Will of Allah Ȑ
said, ‘I can see the traces of flesh in your teeth.’ The two
 ÄÇ ǭÄ
replied, ‘We have not eaten any meat!’ The Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄ
told them, ‘You have just committed backbiting and the one,
who backbites against a Muslim, eats his flesh.’
.KD]DՍLQXO,UIDQSSVXPPDULVHG7DIVHHU%DJKDZLYROSS 

Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has stated in the Glorious Quran:

Á ÁÂ ÐÁ Á Â Â Á Â ÂÁ ¾
Â Â Á ÁÐ Á
 Á ǟÐ Ǳ ƋCÄª .Ð  Ð ɖ]VÁ  EÄ ǟÃ ǧ Ĕ CsÐ Á F Ð sÐ ÄF EÐ KÁª°¬0Á
Á
Ð Á Á
Â
Ĕ/¡Ð Â KÂ aÃ CK¾ «Ð Á  Ã «Ð ZÃ 

And do not backbite one another. Would any one of you like to eat
the flesh of his dead brother? You would not tolerate it!
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O+XMXUDWYHUVH 
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Why is backbiting Haram?
Commenting on backbiting, Shaykh Imam Ahmad Bin Hajar
Makki Shaafi’i ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä states that the wisdom behind the
forbidding of tarnishing someone’s character or reputation (by
backbiting), even if it is factual, is to protect, to the highest
degree, the honour and reputation of a Muslim. This also
signifies the importance of preserving the rights, reputation
and character of others. Moreover, Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ emphasised the
honour of a Muslim by likening it to flesh and blood, and not
only this, backbiting was related exaggeratedly with eating the
dead body of brother. Hence, it is stated in the Quran:

Â Ð Â Â Ð Á Á ¾ Ð Á Ð Á Á Ð Á Á Â Ð ÁÄ Ð Á Ð Â Â Á Á ÂÄ Â Á
Ĕ/¡KaÃ CK« Ã «ZÃ  ǟǱ ƋCª . ɖ]VEǟÃ ǧ

Would any one of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother? You
would not tolerate it!
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O+XMXUDWYHUVH 

A reason for likening honour to flesh is that the victim suffers
the similar (emotional) pain due to being insulted that he
would feel if his flesh were physically cut off from his body, or
maybe more. The wise considers a Muslim’s prestige far more
valuable than the flesh and blood, therefore like any sane person
detests eating human flesh, the wise person also detests
dishonouring a Muslim’s reputation even more strongly because
it also causes agony for the victim. Also, the reason for relating
6
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with ‘eating the flesh of one’s brother’, is that eating the flesh of
one’s brother is unspeakable, in fact it would impossible to
even chew on it. $]=DZDMLUՌ$QLTWLUDILO.DEDDLUYROSS

Refuting an objection about backbiting
In order to explain backbiting, Shaykh Imam Ahmad Bin
Hajar Makki Shaafi’i ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä poses an objection about
backbiting and then goes on to refute it himself:

Objection: It is understandable that it is Haram to expose
someone’s faults in his immediate presence because that causes
pain to the victim, but why is it Haram if the person (whose
flaws are being revealed) is not present, because then he would
feel no pain because he is not even aware of the conversation
about him taking place?

Refutation: By the use of the word ‘dead’ (ĵļe žû Ųh ) (in Surah Al-

+ujurat, part 26, verse 12) this objection is automatically
answered. Although this is a very despicable act, the dead
person whose flesh is eaten, does not (seemingly) feel the pain.
However if the dead person would come to know that he is
being eaten, then he would certainly go through much agony.
Similarly, if the person disparaged is not present, then he
would certainly be hurt if he comes to know that someone
spoke ill of him behind his back.
$]=DZDMLUՌ$QLTWLUDILO.DEDDLUYROSS
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Difference between backbiting and slander
Äǭ
The Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä once asked, ‘Do you know what
backbiting is?’ They (the companions) answered, ‘Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
Äǭ
and His Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä know the best.’ Then the Beloved
Äǭ
and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä explained, ‘Backbiting is that
you talk about your brother in a manner which he would
dislike.’ Someone then asked, ‘What if that (fault) is present in
Äǭ
him?’ He ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü  ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä replied, ‘If the statement you are making
(about his fault) is present in him, you have in fact committed
backbiting against him; whereas if that (fault) is not in him,
then you have slandered him.’ 6DKLK0XVOLPSS+DGHHV

The renowned commentator of the Quran, akim-ul-Ummat,
Mufti Ahmad Yar Khan ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has stated, ‘Backbiting is to
make disparaging remarks that are true and slander is to lay
false allegations and make remarks that are untrue. Backbiting
is speaking the truth; however, it is Haram. The abuses are
often true but remain profane and Haram. This leads us to the
following principle that truth is not always Halal. The
conclusion is that backbiting is a sin and slander is two sins.’
0LUDWXO0DQDMLKYROSS 

Defining backbiting
Mufti Amjad ‘Ali A’]ami ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has defined backbiting as
‘backbiting is to mention someone’s hidden fault in his absence
in order to disparage him.’ %DKDUH6KDULՍDWYROSS
8
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Ibn Jawzi definition of backbiting
Dear Islamic brothers! Sadly, the majority of the population
today is not even aware of the definition of backbiting, even
though understanding and knowing laws related to backbiting
is FarG (obligatory) upon all Muslims.
On page 256 of Ansuon ka Darya [the 300-page publication of
Maktaba-tul-Madinah, the publishing department of Dawat-eIslami], Shaykh ‘Allamah Abul Faraj ‘Abdur Rahman Bin Jawzi
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has stated, ‘For you to mention your brother in such a
manner that would upset him, if he hears or comes to know
about it, even if it is the truth. That is to say that you talk bad
about or find faults in his personality, intellect, clothes, deeds,
the statements that he makes, his lack of practice of the
religion, house, means of transportation, children, slaves, and
everything that is associated with him. Even saying that his
sleeve or shirt is too long is considered an act of backbiting.’
%DKUXG'XPXՍSS 

What is backbiting?
Shaykh Imam AKmad Bin +ajar Makki Shaafi’i ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has
stated, ‘The honourable scholars Ȝøȹ Ȓ øȑȻȔÅ ȞÅ ƅÄ Æ §Ä concur that backbiting
is to mention any shortcoming that the person possesses.
Whether the fault is in his non-practice of religion, worldly
affairs, personality, character, wealth, children, spouse, servant,
slave, ‘Imamah, demeanour and mannerism, clothes, smile,
9
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lack of common sense, rudeness, politeness and anything
related to him. Examples of backbiting about the other’s
appearance are: ‘He is blind, crippled, bald, midget, lanky, and
black or yellow, etc.’ Whereas statements such as: ‘He is
corrupt, thief, deceitful, oppressive, lazy in offering 6alah,
disobedient of his parents’ would fall under examples of
backbiting about someone’s irreligiousness.’
The Imam ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has further mentioned, ‘It is said that
backbiting is as sweet as dates and as sharp and exhilarating as
alcohol.’ May Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ protect us from this evil. May He Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
fulfil the rights (with His mercy and compassion) of those that
we may have violated as He Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ is the only One who knows
the exact number of our violations.’
$]=DZDMLUՌ$QLTWLUDILO.DEDDLUYROSS

*XQDKHJDGDNDHLVDEN\DZRKDJDUFKD\ODNKVD\KD\QVLZD
0DJDUD\Ռ$IX7D\UD\ՌDIZNDWRHLVDEKD\QDVKXPDUKD\
What to say of the accounts of this servant, sins of whom are countless
However, O Forgiver, Your Forgiveness has no limits and is endless
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Was I an infamous gangster?
Dear Islamic brothers! Sincerely repent from the serious
habitual sin of backbiting and make an ardent effort to
safeguard your tongue (from sins). In order to attain
perseverance in repentance, embrace Dawat-e-Islami’s fragrant
Madani environment and travel in the Madani Qafilah to learn
the Sunnah. To seek inspiration and motivation, read the
following account that shows the marvels of Dawat-e-Islami:
A Muballigh states that while travelling with a Madani Qafilah
in Jumadal Aula, 1428 A.H. (June 2008) he reached Okara,
Punjab. There, he met a bearded old man crowned with a
green ‘Imamah (turban). The old Islamic brother iterated how
his amazing transformation took place, ‘Before embracing the
Madani environment of Dawat-e-Islami, I was an infamous
gangster in my locality. My addiction to alcohol was so severe
that bottles of it could always be found in my car. I would always
carry a weapon for my safety with the armed bodyguards that
would accompany me. Because of my evil actions, people
resented me so much that they preferred not to even pass by me.
What caused me to walk on this Madani path is that the
Muballighin (preachers), who were actively calling people
towards righteousness in our area, would try to invite me too,
but I was drowned in heedlessness. Therefore, instead of
answering to their call, I would hold their hand and say, ‘Come
sit and have a drink with me.’ Sometimes I would rebuke them,
11
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at other times I would reprimand them harshly; but despite
that adverse reaction, they would still find opportunities to
come and try to inspire me.
A long period passed by like this where they resolutely
persisted with their invitations and I kept consistently putting
them off. Then, as usual, when the brothers came to me, I
thought to myself that these poor people had been striving for
a long time, why don’t I pay attention and listen to what these
brothers have to say. Following my heart, I listened to them
carefully. By the grace of Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , their message pierced my
heart. I said Labbayk (i.e. I am ready), and went along with
the brothers to the Masjid. As far as I could recall, that was the
first time I had entered the Masjid after attaining maturity.
The company of the devotees of the Prophet and the
Sunnah-inspiring Ijtima’ completely transformed my heart.
Then I began to regularly seek the company of these Islamic
brothers and also became a Murid (disciple) into the
Spiritual Sufi order of Ghaus-e-A’]am (Shaykh ‘Abdul
Qaadir Jilani ȜÈȦÄ Ȓ øǽȻÄ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä ). After I became a Murid, gradually, my
demeanour began to change. I sincerely repented from all my
sins, gave up alcohol, began to offer 6alah punctually. I also
grew a beard according to the Sunnah, and wore the crown of
the green ‘Imamah (turban) on my head. People were
astonished on that transformation and could not believe how
such an evil person could become an upright individual.
12
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Once, an amusing incident took place when two journalists
were astonished to see me as they crossed my path. They
confirmed with me as to whether I was the same gangster and
wanted to publish my story in their newspaper, but I refused.
By the grace of Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , it was the blessings of the righteous
Madani environment of Dawat-e-Islami that a person as
corrupt and immoral as me made a change within himself. I
began to step on the path of 6alah and Sunnah and became a
respectable person of the community.
$OODKNDUDPD\VDNDUD\WXMKSD\MDKDQPD\Q
$\'DZDWH,VODPLWD\ULGKRRPPDFKLKR
O Dawat-e-Islami, may Allah bless you so;
That, around the world, you prosper and glow!
:DVDLOH%DNKVKLVKSS 
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Inspirational efforts led him onto the path of Paradise
Dear Islamic brothers! Did you observe the benefits of
sincerity and perseverance in striving to invite towards good?
Due to someone’s inspirational efforts, one who was trailing on
13
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the path of devastation of the Hereafter, changed course and set
out on the path to Paradise. All Islamic brothers should call
everybody towards righteousness without hesitation. You
never know that a few words you say may change someone’s
life and in turn might lead to continuous reward for you.
Inviting towards good has many virtues.
Attaining the Sawab of worshipping one year for every word
Once, the Prophet Sayyiduna Musa Kaleemullah »ȮÄ ǦøÄÇ ȑ¾ȻÄ ÅȻȠüȒǮøÄÇ ȑȻȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ¾ȻÄ ǀÄȚøÇȦÆ øÆǄÄșȻ üʄøǽÄ
asked Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , ‘Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! What is the reward for the one
who invites his brother towards good and forbids evil?’ Allah
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ replied, ‘For his every word, I grant him the reward worth
Ȑ
a year’s worship and I observe Haya in punishing him with the
torments of Hell.’ 0XNDVKDIDWXO4XORRESS
0XMKD\WXPD\VLGRKLPPDW$TD
'XQVDENRQD\NLNLGDՍZDW$TD
%DQDGRPXMKNREKLQD\NNKDVODW
1DELH5DKPDW6KDILՍH8PPDW
Give me such strength my Merciful Prophet, that I invite all
towards righteousness,
Make my manners refined, please, the Intercessor, the Prophet of
Mercifulness
:DVDLOH%DNKVKLVKSS 
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Our homes are like war zones
Dear Islamic brothers! By Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , the consequences of
backbiting are extremely perilous. Our homes are like war
zones and families and communities are falling apart because
of this evil. Even many preachers of the religion have built walls
of resentment around each other. Alas! How will our weak
flesh bear the severe and terrifying punishment of backbiting?

Hanging by the chest
Äǭ
Listen carefully! The Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has warned us,
‘On Layla-tul-Mi’raaj (the Night of Ascension), I came across
such men and women who were hanging by their chests. I
asked, ‘Jibraeel! Who are these people?’ He replied, ‘These are
the ones who slander people (with false allegations) in their
presence and speak ill against them behind their backs.
Regarding these people, Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ states in the Quran:

ÂÄ
Â ÄÂ ¿
 èÛĈ é 2À c½Á Á  2À c½Á Á  Ã ƌÃÄɘ Ðª0Á
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Woe to the one who scorns the people openly, badmouths in (their)
absence.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O+XPD]DKYHUVH 
6KXՍDEXO,PDQYROSS+DGHHV 

Nails of copper
The Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜÅ øȹȒøȑȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ has cautioned, ‘On Layla-tulMi’raaj (the Night of Ascension), I came across such a nation
that were scratching their faces and chests with nails made of
copper. I asked, ‘Jibraeel! Who are these people?’ He replied,
‘They used to eat the flesh of humans (backbite) and would
tarnish their honour.’ 6XQDQ$EL'DZRRGYROSS+DGHHV 

Indulgence of women in backbiting
The renowned commentator of the Quran, Shaykh Mufti
Ahmad Yar Khan ¼ǀÄÇȚøǖøÄ È ȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖøÄ ǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄ Ȓ øǽÄ has expounded on this subject,
‘They were inflicted with the torment of itching. They would
scratch and wound their own faces and chest with their sharp
and pointy nails that were made of copper. May Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
grant us refuge from such punishment as it is indeed severe.
What the Prophet ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ observed with his own eyes will
take place after the Day of Judgement.’ He ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has further
added, ‘Those people used to backbite against and disparaged
the reputation of Muslims. Women indulge in it more often
therefore they should derive a lesson from this.’
0LUDWXO0DQDMLKYROSS
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Being fed their own flesh
Dear Islamic brothers! I urge you to reflect about this in
solitude. If we cannot even bear a minor itch or a minor cut,
then how will we endure the punishment of picking and
peeling the chest and the face – as a punishment for indulging
in backbiting and failing to repent from this major sin? Listen
carefully to the following narration about another serious
punishment for backbiting. Sayyiduna Abu Sa’eed Khudri
Æ
Äǭ
ȳÆ Æ
ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has narrated that the Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä stated,
Å ʝ
‘The night in which I was made to travel through the Heavens,
I came across a nation that was being fed flesh cut off from
their own sides. They were told, ‘Eat, as you used to eat the
flesh of your brothers.’ I asked, ‘Jibraeel! Who are they?’ He
replied, ‘Ya Rasoolallah! They used to backbite against people.’
'DODDLOXQ1XEXZZDKYROSS7DQELKXO*KDILOHHQSS

Brother’s dead body will be fed
Äǭ
The Merciful and Compassionate Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has
stated, ‘Whoever eats the flesh of his dead brother (i.e.
backbites) in this world, (that brother) will be brought close to
him on the Day of Judgement and he (the backbiter) will be
ordered, ‘Eat his dead body, (just as) you used to eat him alive.’
He will then eat his dead brother’s flesh and moan and cry
(because of pain) expressing disgust from his facial
expressions.’ $O0XՍMDPXO$ZVDWYROSS+DGHHV 
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The tongue will not burn
Dear Islamic brothers! Break away from backbiting and other
sinful conversations and engage in the remembrance of Allah
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and the recitation of Na’at of His Beloved Prophet
Ȑ
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä . Reap numerous rewards by immersing in the
recitation of the Quran, sending salutations upon the Holy
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .
(Tafseer) ‘Ruhul-Bayan’ cites a Hadees Qudsi: Whoever
û

ġ

û

ğ ŴųZ
 ğ
recites once űj žjû ńŋɉA
j ńŋɉAjĬA jűZŏjȵ and Surah Al-Fatihah by joining
h û

û

û
û
k h ġ j ŉi ųû ơA
ğ ŴųZ
 û ğ ġ
h űj žjû ńŋɉA
them together (like thisǻj
h ųŰš ůA B
j Kj Ĭ
j ńŋɉAjĬA jűZŏjȵtill

the end of the Surah) then be a witness that I have forgiven
him, accepted all his good deeds and forgiven his sins, and I
will not burn his tongue, I will free him from the torment of
the grave, the torment of the fire, the torment of the Day of
Judgement and from fear.’ 5XKXO%D\DQSSYRO Note the
proper manner of joining [join the last letter Meem (with
û
ġ
ğ ŴųZ
 û ğ ġ
hû ]
 j ŉi ųû ơA
Kasrah) of űj žjû ńŋɉA
j ńŋɉA jĬA jűZŏjȵ with Lam (with Jazm) in jĬ

û h û k h ġ i û h û û jğ
ġ
 ńû ŋɉA
ğ jĬA
h ųŰš ůA B
 Ɋ-Ƹ
 ŋɉA Ŵj ųZ
űj Zŏû j ȵ and then
as in …ǻj
j ŉųZń-Ůj
j K jĬ
completing the entire Surah Al-Fatihah.
5LKDLPXMKNRPLOD\NDVK1DIVR6KD\WDQVD\JXQDK
7D\UD\HDELENDGD\WDKXQZDVLWDK<D5DE
%D\ՌDGDGDXUMXUPEKLKD\QODWDՍGDG
.HUՌDIZVHKQDVDNXQJDNRLVD]D<D5DE
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Would that I be free of Satan and sins
I supplicate by means of Your +abib Ya Rab
Sins are too many to be counted
Forgive! I won’t be able to bear the torment Ya Rab
:DVDLOH%DNKVKLVKSS 
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Deprived of the virtues of 6alah
Dear Islamic brothers! One of the problems of backbiting is that
it leads to the deprivation from the blessings of 6alah and fasts.
One day, when two people completed their =uhr or ‘AVr 6alah,
the Knower of the Unseen (Ghayb), the Noble Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä told them, ‘Both of you do Wudu, repeat your 6alah,
complete your fast and make up (perform QaGa of) today’s fast
Äǭ
by tomorrow.’ They asked, ‘Ya Rasoolallah ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ! Why
Æ
Æ
Ä
ȳ
ǭ
Ä
have you ordered us to do this?’ He ȔÇ ȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȑü ¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä replied, ‘You
have committed backbiting against so-and-so.’
6KXՍDEXO,PDQYROSS+DGHHV 

Two sayings of the Prophet ȯ
Dear Islamic brothers! Backbiting is detrimental to worship.
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Here are two sayings of the Prophet
clarify this point:

ȔÇÄ ȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÄÇ ǭÄ that

further

1. ‘Fast is a shield until it is broken.’ Upon which he was
asked, ‘What breaks it?’ He replied, ‘Lies and backbiting.’
$O0XՍMDPXO$ZVDWYROSS+DGHHV 

2. ‘Fasting is not just abstaining from food and drink.
Fasting is to (also) abstain from profane and irrelevant
conversation.’ $O0XVWDGUDNYROSS+DGHHV

Does backbiting invalidate the fast?
Backbiting causes the deprivation of blessings from the fast
and worship. The Guiding Light of Spirituality, the Scholar of
Islamic Jurisprudence, Mufti Amjad ‘Ali A’]ami ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖøÄ ǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ
explains on page 984 of Bahar-e-Shari’at, volume 1 [the
publication of Maktaba-tul-Madinah, the publishing
department of Dawat-e-Islami]: ‘The fast is not invalidated by
nocturnal emission or backbiting. 'XUUH0XNKWDUYROSS
  Even though backbiting is a major sin as the Quran
likened backbiting to devouring the flesh of your dead brother
and the Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È Ȧ Ä ȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ classified it as a sin ‘worse than
fornication.’ $O0XՍMDPXO$ZVDW YRO  SS  +DGHHV 
However, the blessings are taken away from the fast.
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
On page 996, the Shaykh ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has further added, ‘Sinful
acts such as lies, tale-bearing, backbiting, abusing, vulgarism,
and hurting others are generally Haram, moreover, whilst
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observing fast these acts are even worse and bring a sense of
repugnance to the fast.’

Running between scorching water and fire
Äǭ
The Revered and Renowned Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has warned us,
‘Four types of dwellers in Hell will be running between
+ameem and Jaheem (i.e. the scorching water and fire) seeking
Wayl and Suboor (i.e. destruction). One of them will be eating
his own flesh. The dwellers of Hell will say, ‘What is wrong
with this wretched soul, he is intensifying our suffering.’ They
will be told, ‘This wretched person used to eat others’ flesh
(backbite) and was a tale-teller.’

=DPPXO*KLEDKOL,EQH$ELG'XQ\DSS5DTP 

How one should fear sins
Dear Islamic brothers! Alas, the painful torment of Hell! It is
imperative that we distance ourselves from backbiting and sins
or else we will face extreme hardship. We should have remorse
and fear because of our sins. Here is a parable that explains
tremendous fear that our righteous predecessors possessed:
Once a caravan of ‘Aabideen (righteous worshippers) set out
on a journey. Sayyiduna ‘Ata ȜÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä was also a part of the
group. Their devotion in worship had caused sunken eyes,
swollen feet and weakness. So weak, that it looked as if they had
just come out of their graves. One of them fainted during the
journey. Despite the fact that it was very cold, he started
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sweating out of fear. When he regained consciousness, people
asked him about the cause of his perspiration, to which he
replied, ‘When I crossed this area, the sin that I had once
committed here came to my mind and an intense fear of the
accountability on the Day of Judgement touched my heart and
I lost consciousness.’ ,K\DXOՌ8ORRPYROSS
.LVLNLNKDPL\DQGD\NKD\QQDPD\ULDQNKD\QDXU
.DUD\]DEDQQDՌD\EDXQNDWD]NLUDK<D5DE
7XOD\QQD+DVKUPD\QՌ$WWDUND\ՌDPDO0DXOD
%LODHLVDEKL7XLVNREDNKVKQD<D5DE
Allah, may I never see others’ deficiency
Nor may I ever talk about their frailty
Allah, on the scales don’t weigh ‘AWWar’s deeds
May he be forgiven without any accountability
:DVDLOH%DNKVKLVKSS 

hi h iġ ğ h
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You devoured your brother’s flesh
Æ
The companion Sayyiduna ‘Abdullah Bin Mas’ood ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ÅƣȻ ʝ
Ä §Ä has
narrated, ‘We were in the noble court of the Holy Prophet
ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ when a person stood up and left. After his
departure, a person started backbiting against him, upon
Äǭ
which the Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘Pick your teeth.’
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The person asked, ‘Why should I pick my teeth as I have not
Äǭ
eaten any meat?’ The Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä replied, ‘Indeed
you have eaten your brother’s flesh (you slandered him).’
$O0XՍMDPXO.DEHHUYROSS+DGHHV

16 Examples of backbiting when one departs from a
gathering
When some people leave from a gathering, others often slip
into backbiting against them. They should learn a lesson from
the aforementioned narration. Here are some expressions of
backbiting listed to serve as examples:
1. Good riddance, he is gone!
2. We were bored in his company.
3. He argues just for the sake of it.
4. It is his way or the highway.
5. He does not listen to anyone.
6. He thinks he knows it all.
7. Take his talk with a grain of salt.
8. He is always looking for a reason to burst into laughter.
9. He is so full of himself.
10. He is stubborn.
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11. Brother! May Allah save us from such individuals.
12. He is a bit of a bigmouth.
13. He spreads news everywhere.
14. He blurts out everything.
15. Whatever you said in front of him; now watch how it
spreads and everyone finds out.
16. Yes brother! Next time he comes, change the topic,
because he is a loudmouth, etc.
7XJKHHEDWNLՌDGDWFKXUD<D,ODKL
%XULED\WKDNRQVD\EDFKD<D,ODKL
+RED\]DUGLOWRKPDWRQFKXJOL\RQVD\
0XMKD\QD\NEDQGDKEDQD<D,ODKL
From the habit of backbiting, my Allah, May I abstain
From the wicked gatherings, may I restrain
From tale-bearing and accusations, my heart is in disdain
Righteousness and piety, my Allah! May I attain
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Vomited meat
Æ
ʝ
Someone asked Sayyidatuna Umm-e-Salamah ǀÄȞÈȚǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä a
Å
question regarding backbiting to which she replied, ‘One
Friday, when I woke up in the morning the Beloved and Blessed
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä went to offer 6alat-ul-Fajr. One of my
neighbours, an AnVari woman from Madinah, came to the
house and began to speak-ill (backbite) against some men and
women. I also took part in it and began to laugh. Upon the
Äǭ
return of the Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä , we became silent. The
Æ
Æ
Ä
ȳ
ǭ
Ä
Holy Prophet ȔÇ Ȓ ǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä covered his nose with a corner of his
shawl as he stood in the doorway and ordered, ‘Both of you go
and rinse your mouth with water.’ I vomited a lot of (pieces of)
flesh. Similarly, the other woman also vomited out flesh. I
 ÄÇ ǭÄ as to why I threw up
asked the Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄ
Äǭ
pieces of flesh. He ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä replied, ‘This flesh is of the
person against whom you have committed backbiting.’

7DIVHHU'XUUH0DQVRRUYROSS 

23 Expressions of backbiting common amongst women
Islamic sisters should also carefully read to this narration over
and over again and give it due consideration. Sadly! When
the Islamic sisters sit together, they often indulge in
backbiting against other sisters who are not present. Here are
23 examples of such expressions that are commonly used:
1. She is divorced.
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2. She has a long tongue.
3. She does not let her husband stay in peace.
4. She is disrespectful of her husband.
5. Well, she is then beaten.
6. She has no decency.
7. It seems that she will only rest after she gets a divorce.
8. She breathes down her daughter-in-law’s neck.
9. She treats her daughter-in-law like a maid.
10. She even beats her daughter-in-law.
11. She purposely starves her daughter-in-law.
12. Though her daughter-in-law is sick, she does not let her
rest.
13. She quarrels with her neighbours.
14. She is irritable.
15. She is snobbish because of her husband’s wealth.
16. She yells at her children.
17. She is so stingy.
18. She acts poor, but has lots of (wealth and) gold.
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19. The girl is good mannered but because of her mother her
engagement was broken.
20. She is getting older but no one is ready to take her hand in
marriage.
21. Her daughter is a teen now, but she does not make her
stay home.
22. She got her two daughters married, but did not invite her
neighbours, even verbally.
23. She has left her in-laws (after quarrelling with them) and
gone back to her parents’ house.

Vision of the Prophet ȯ
Islamic sisters! Sincerely repent from backbiting and protect
your tongue from such insinuations. Embrace the Madani
environment of Dawat-e-Islami to achieve steady persistence
in your course of actions against backbiting. Continue to
endeavour in the Madani activities organised by Dawat-eIslami and travel in the auspicious Madani Qafilah to learn
the Sunnah. If anyone were to ask me as to what benefit does
Madani Qafilah bring; I would ask them what benefit does it
not bring? Here is an account that shows the blessings of the
Madani Qafilah. Read it as it is filled with the love of the Holy
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä and put your seal of approval on it by
saying ȜøȹȒøȑȻȘÄ øǖü È ǄøǥÅ at the end of the couplet after the parable.
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An Islamic sister from Hyderabad (Bab-ul-Islam, Sindh) has
reported that, ‘A sisters’ Madani Qafilah came to my city. I was
fortunate to attend the Sunnah-inspiring Ijtima’ on the second
day after the area visit to call people towards righteousness.
After the speech in the Ijtima’ while Salat-‘Alan-Nabi was
being recited, I saw with my very own eyes that the source of
Äǭ
Peace for our Hearts, the Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä , wearing a
garland of flowers, arrived to the Ijtima’. My tears began to flow
involuntarily as I was overwhelmed by the glorious sight of my
Äǭ
Beloved Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä . Then, the faith-refreshing sight of
Äǭ
the Beloved and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä vanished and
afterwards the Ijtima’ came to its conclusion.’
0LOJD\HZRKWRSKLUNDPLN\DKD\
'DXQRՌDODPNRSDOL\DKDPQD\
'RZHUHDOO\QHHGDQ\WKLQJHOVH"
:KHQZHJRWKLPERWKWKHZRUOGVZHSRVVHVV

You just had some meat
The Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ was once in his blessed home
when some meat was brought before him as a gift. Sayyiduna
Æ
Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä was teaching Hadees narrations to the
Å ʝ
AVKab-e-6uffah next to the Masjid-un-Nabawi. They asked
Æ
Sayyiduna Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚø ǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä if he would ask the Beloved
Å ʝ
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä for some meat on their behalf as they had
not eaten any meat in days. When he left, they started talking
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amongst themselves that Sayyiduna Zayd Bin Saabit
Æ
Äǭ
ȳÆ Æ
ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä meets the Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä in the same manner as
Å ʝ
they would, so why is it that he would narrate Hadees to them!
Æ
When Sayyiduna Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä came into the blessed
Å ʝ
Æ
court of the Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣÅ ȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ and repeated the desire
of the Ashab-e-6uffah, the Knower of the Unseen, the Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄ ȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä told him, ‘Go and tell them that they have just
Æ
eaten some meat.’ When Sayyiduna Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä
Å ʝ
Æ
Æ
Ä
ǭ
relayed the message of the Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä to them, they
swore that they had not eaten meat for several days. Sayyiduna
Æ
Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä went back to the holy court and
Å ʝ
requested again for some meat. The Holy Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said the same thing, ‘They just ate some meat.’
Æ
Sayyiduna Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä came back and relayed the
Å ʝ
same message. That time all the AVKab-e-6uffah went to ask the
Äǭ
Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä themselves. The Noble Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘You just ate your brother’s flesh and the
traces of the meat are still in your teeth. Spit it out and have a
look at the redness of the flesh.’ Thereupon, they did exactly
and blood was all over (in their saliva). They all repented, took
Æ
back their words, and asked Sayyiduna Zayd Bin Saabit ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä
Å ʝ
to forgive them. 7DQELKXO*KDILOHHQSS

Dwellers of Hell eating the dead body
Æ
Sayyiduna ‘Abdullah Bin ‘Abbas ǀȖÄ ȞÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻʝ
Ä §Ä has reported that the
Æ
Beloved and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜøÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ saw the dwellers of
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Hell on Layla-tul-Mi’raaj (the Night of Ascension) who were
Äǭ
eating a dead body (of a person). The Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä
asked, ‘Jibraeel! Who are these people?’ Angel Jibraeel »ȮøÄ ǦøȑȻ
ÄÇ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽÄ
replied, ‘They are those who would eat peoples’ flesh.’ The
Prophet ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ also saw a person who was extremely red
Äǭ
Æ
in colour and had blue eyes. He ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä asked Jibraeel ȻȜøÈȦÄȒøǽÄ
»ȮøÄ Ǧøȑ
ÄÇ ȜÆ øÈȦÄ ȒøǽÄ replied, ‘He is the one
ÄÇ as to who he was. Jibraeel »ȮøÄ ǦøȑȻ
who cut off the legs of the she-camel of Prophet Sayyiduna
ÄÇ ȻȜÆ øÈȦÄ ȒøǽÄ .’ 0XVQDG,PDP$KPDGYROSS+DGHHV
6aalLK»ȮÄ Ǧøȑ
ÄÇ ¾ȻÄ ÅȻȠüȒǮøȑ

Eating a dead animal is not easy
Dear Islamic brothers! Backbiting seems very easy but keep
this in mind that eating a dead body in Hell will not be easy by
any means. One cannot consume the fresh raw meat of a goat.
Sometimes we do not feel like eating meat if it is not cooked
properly, or if it does not have enough salt or proper spices or
if it is cold. Just imagine! How can one eat, not Zabiha meat
but that of the dead and not of a +alal animal but of a dead
human being. Further, the person with red skin and blue eyes
mentioned in the Hadees was none other than the evil Qadar
Bin Saalif from the nation of Samood. He cut off the legs of the
Sayyiduna Saalih’s she-camel.
0XMKD\JKLEDWRQVD\EDFKD<D,ODKL
*XQDKDXQNLՌDGDWFKXUD<D,ODKL
3DD\0XUVKLGLGD\PXՍDIL.KXGD\D
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1DGR]DNKPD\QPXMKNRMDOD<D,ODKL
$OODKIURPEDFNELWLQJPD\,DPVDYHG
$OODKKDELWRIVLQVPD\LWEHHUDVHG
)RUJLYHPHIRUP\0XUVKLGՍVVDNH
)URPILUHRI+HOOPD\,EHVSDUHG
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The pigs and monkeys of Hell
Just glance at the devastating punishment of backbiting. The
famous saint Sayyiduna +atim AVam ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻƣÆ ȻǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä has stated, ‘It has
been relayed to us that in Hell a backbiter’s face will be turned
into the face of a monkey, a liar’s face will be turned into the
face of a dog and a jealous person’s face will be turned into the
face of a pig.’ 7DQELKXO0XJKWDUULQSS

Four advices
From page 163 of Minhaj-ul-‘Aabideen [the 344-page
publication of Maktaba-tul-Madinah, the publishing
department of Dawat-e-Islami], following sayings of Sayyiduna
Ibrahim Bin Adham ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅÄ È §Ä are extracted: ‘I stayed in the
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company of many saints Ȝøȹ Ȓ øȑȻȔÅ ȞÅ ƅÄ Æ §Ä in the Lebanon mountains. All
of the saints advised me to disperse the following four pieces of
advice wherever I go:
1. Whoever eats to the fullest of his appetite will not enjoy
the taste of worship.
2. Whoever sleeps excessively will not have blessings in his
lifespan.
3. Whoever seeks only to please the people will be in despair
from Allah’s pleasure.
4. Whoever excessively backbites and indulges in lots of
irrelevant conversations will not die on Islam.’
0LQKDMXOՌ$ELGLQ $UDELF SS

Backbiting is detrimental to the faith
Äǭ
The Beloved Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has stated, ‘Backbiting and
tale-telling sever faith as a shepherd cuts a tree.’ $WWDUJKHHE

:DWWDUKHHEYROSS+DGHHV

The torment for a faithless end
Dear Islamic brothers! From the above Hadees, we came to
learn that there is a chance that one may lose his faith, because
of committing backbiting. Alas, the one who loses his faith is
doomed. Whoever dies on Kufr, when he reaches his grave
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then he will not be able to correctly answer the questions posed
by Munkar and Nakeer. Then the series of terrifying torments
will start in the grave.
The Scholar of Islamic Jurisprudence, Mufti Amjad ‘Ali A’zami
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä writes on page 110 of Bahar-e-Shari’at, volume 1 [the
1250-page publication of Maktaba-tul-Madinah, the
publishing department of Dawat-e-Islami]: At that moment, a
caller in the skies will call out, ‘He is a liar. Place a bed of fire
for him, clothe him with clothing made of fire and open a door
towards Hell.’ The heat and flames of Hell will then reach him
and two blind and deaf angels will be ordered to punish him.
They will have iron rods. If they were to strike a mountain
with their iron rods, it would turn to dust. The angels will
continuously strike him with their rods. Snakes and scorpions
will also torment the person. Hence, his actions will turn into a
dog, a bear or any other form and will punish him (as well).’
%DKDUH6KDULՍDWYROSS

Damned to Hell forever
Kuffar (unbelievers) will also be subjected to several torments
on the Day of Judgement and eventually, they will be dragged
by their heads and thrown into Hell, where they will reside
forever. After describing the heart wrenching punishments,
Guiding Light of Spirituality, the Scholar of Islamic
Jurisprudence, Mufti Amjad ‘Ali A’]ami ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖøÄ ǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ , further
goes on to say, ‘Then, the Kafir will be placed in a chest of fire,
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which will be as long as his height. A fire will then be ignited
inside the chest which will be locked with a lock of fire. Then,
the chest will be put into another chest of fire in which fire will
also be lit between the chests. That chest will also be locked.
Likewise, the chest will be placed into a third; a fire will be lit
and then locked with a lock of fire. At this point, every Kafir
will think that he is the only one in the fire now and this will be
the torment on top of all other punishments. This torment will
continue forever for him.
When all those destined for Paradise will enter Paradise and
only those will remain in Hell that are to dwell in it forever;
death will be brought looking like a sheep and placed in
between Paradise and Hell. A caller will call the dwellers of
Paradise, who will glance fearing that they may be banished
from Paradise. Then, the caller will call the Hell dwellers who
will glance excitedly thinking that they are being freed from
their torment. The caller will then ask them all if they recognize
this. They will answer, ‘Yes, this is death.’ Death will then be
slaughtered and it will be called out, ‘People of Paradise!
Eternity! There is no death anymore. People of Hell! Eternity!
There is no death now.’ At that time, it will be joy for the
dwellers of Heaven; whereas sorrow will be for the Helldwellers.
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ) for forgiveness and we seek the wellbeing of our
We ask Allah (Ȑ
religion, our worldly matters and of our Hereafter.

%DKDUH6KDULՍDWYROSS 

Ռ$WWDUKD\,PDQNL+LID]DWNDVXZDOL
.KDOLQDKLQMD\HJD\HKGDUEDUH1DELVD\
Preservation of faith, ‘AWWar seeks
Empty-handed from the Prophet’s court, he will not leave
:DVDLOH%DNKVKLVKSS 
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Can you hate the one who doesn’t offer Nafl?
It has been reported on the authority of Sayyiduna ‘Amir Bin
Æ
Wasilah ȜÅ ÈȚøǽȻÄ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä , ‘During the apparent life of the Holy Prophet
Å ʝ
Æ
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä a person passed by a community and greeted them
with Salam. The people responded to his Salam but when he
left, one person from them said, ‘I hate him for the sake of
Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ the Exalted. When he, who had left, came to know
about the opinion of the other person he approached the court
Äǭ
of the Glorious Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä and narrated the whole
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Äǭ
incident and then requested the Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä to
summon the other person and ask him why he hates me.
Äǭ
The Beloved Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä called for the person. When
Äǭ
he came, the Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä asked him about his
statement. He affirmed that he did say such a thing. The
Prophet of RaKmah ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øȑÆ ü ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽȻÄ ȜøÅ ȹ ȒøȑȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ asked him, ‘Why do you hate
him?’ He replied, ‘I am his neighbour. I want the best for him.
By Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , I have not seen him offer any Nafl 6alah besides
the FarG that he offers and FarG is offered by the righteous and
the wicked.’ The person who had brought the complaint
Äǭ
said, ‘Ya Rasoolallah ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ! Ask him if he has seen me
delay the fulfilment of any of my FarG 6alah, or if he has
observed that I have been deficient in the performance of
WuGu or Ruku’ or Sujood.’ When the Holy Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄ ȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä asked him, he said that he had not seen any
deficiency in that regard but he added, ‘By Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! I have
not seen him observe fast other than the fasts of Ramadan;
both the righteous and the wicked observe fast in this blessed
month.’ To this the person replied, ‘Ya Rasoolallah
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ! Ask him if I have missed a fast in Ramadan or had
any shortcoming in the fulfilment of its rights.’ He replied,
‘No, however I have not seen him give anything to the poor
besides paying Zakah nor spending in the path of Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
All righteous and wicked people pay Zakah.’ The person who
Äǭ
complained asked the Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä to ask him if he had
ever seen any of his shortcomings in paying Zakah or if he had
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ever delayed its payment. He replied in the same negative
Äǭ
expression. The Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said to the person
who hated the other, ‘Stand up; he (the person who
complained) might be better than you.’ 0XVQDG,PDP$KPDGYRO
SS+DGHHV 

9 Examples of backbiting in Nafl and Mustahab acts
Dear Islamic brothers! Making statements about others
regarding someone’s inability or lack of completion of Faraaid
and Wajibat (the necessities of religion), without a valid cause,
also falls under backbiting. The same ruling applies to Nawafil
and Mustahabbat, because this would also cause distress to the
Muslim. Here are nine examples of such statements:
1. He does not offer Tahajjud.
2. In his entire life, he has never observed fast on the day of
‘Ashura.
3. He does not offer Salat-ul-Ishraq and Salat-ud-Duha.
4. How will he even offer the Nawafil of Awwabeen! Go ask
him when those Nawafil are supposed to be offered?
5. He calls the food, which is served to the people with the
intention of presenting the Sawab to the pious
predecessors, a blessing and is always there to eat it;
however, he never donates money for it.
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6. My boss is a little uptight. He never gives me some time
off to travel with the Madani Qafilah.
7. I even asked him to offer Salat-ut-Taubah as others were
offering it, but he still did not.
8. In the congregation to read Quran, he comes at the very
end. Maybe he doesn’t know how to read the Quran.
9. He comes late to the Na’at recital gatherings, but in time
for the food.
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